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Final Week 

 

Phoenix drew 4-4 with Shambles to confirm their title, finishing with a 

lead of 14 points. Phoenix started well, snatching the first game by 4 pins and 

consolidated their position by taking the second with ease. Shambles hit back in 

the last to take the game and snatch the over-all by 3 pins. Geoff Richardson 52 

over average for Shambles and Anne Pearcey 49 over average for Phoenix. 

With positions 2 to 5 covered by 6 points, things were going to be close in 

the hunt for second place with Wipeout in prime position but they started badly 

against Fifty Shades losing the first game, allowing third placed Trouble and 

Strike to close the gap after beating Generation Gap. We Woz Robbed also 

won the first game with Steve Tucker hitting 217 to go ahead of Generation Gap 

into fourth place. Generation Gap hit back against Trouble and Strike to take 

the second game by 2 pins with Nick Spivey hitting 204 for Generation Gap but 

they remained in fifth as We Woz Robbed took the second game against blind. 

Wipeout lost out in the second against Fifty Shades leaving them 2 points ahead 

of Trouble and Strike and We Woz Robbed.   

Into the final throws of the season and Wipeout upped their game to take 

the final 2 points by 10 pins but losing the over-all to Fifty Shades. We Woz 

Robbed completed the rout of blind to put them on the same points as Wipeout 

and ahead on pinfall. David Gosden hitting 46 over average and Fifty Shades 75 

over average. Last year’s champions Trouble and Strike upped their game once 

more to beat Generation Gap with ease with Ben Skinner leaving the best to last 

with a seasons best 223 to take the points and the over-all. Ben finishing with a 

seasons best 585 – 129 over average and Suzi Pettitt 39 over average for Trouble 

and Strike, Nick Spivey 28 over average for Generation Gap. Trouble and 

Strike moved onto the same points as Wipeout and We Woz Robbed and jumped 

to second place on pin-fall closely followed by We Woz Robbed who jump from 

fifth with long time top three, Wipeout and Generation Gap losing out.  

In the bottom of the table clash, Pair of Crackers beat Mark Ten 6-2 to 

consign Mark Ten to the wooden spoon. Both teams started well but Mark Ten 

just piped Pair of Crackers by 1 pin to take the game, the second saw Jean 

Macdonald hit a seasons best 210 for Mark Ten but Pair of Crackers rallied to 

take the points. Pair of Crackers then went on to take the last game and the 

over-all with Lyn Wakefield hitting 35 over average for Pair of Crackers and 

Jean a 552 – 52 over average for Mark Ten.  

 

   


